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Abstract
Since the widespread utilisation of wind power has begun in 
the early 2000’s, European countries are continuously work-
ing on the legislative environment of this renewable energy 
source. This has led to a wide variety of different support 
schemes and tariff systems. Experts agree that the Hungarian 
legislation system did not reach its goal. On one hand, sched-
uling accuracy of wind turbines is still far below international 
standards, and introduction of the penalty tariff was not an 
effective solution to reverse the process. The aim of the author 
is to solve this twofold problem with the redesign of the current 
obligatory electricity purchase and scheduling system, while 
taking into consideration new regulations of the European 
Union. The proposed system is also expected to allow the 
transmission system operator to decrease the amount of con-
trol reserves.
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1 Introduction
The continuously increasing penetration of intermittent 

energy sources (mainly wind and solar photovoltaics) has led 
to growing concerns about the possible limitations of penetra-
tion levels. Integration issues are among the most widely dis-
cussed topics in the literature; numerous studies are performed 
to assess the impact of variable renewable energy sources on 
reliability, efficiency and the quality of supply, in general. An 
often emphasised issue is that integration increases the amount 
of balancing reserves that has to be kept in the power systems, 
and there are also misconceptions that variable renewable are 
exempted from balancing responsibilities. This makes it inevi-
table to focus on the best practices of exposing these producers 
to these responsibilities and their participation in the market. 
However, determining the uncertainty posed by the integration 
of renewable sources is not a straightforward process. Experts 
also share different standpoints on how to solve the balanc-
ing issues; by serving the increased reserve needs or by trying 
to decrease them are both seen as viable solutions. In present 
paper the integration of wind power is selected as an archetype.

The first solution is based on the idea of modifying current 
method of reserve planning, by leaving deterministic methods 
for stochastic methods that are able to take into consideration 
the scheduling error of wind power plants. Such methods are 
not new to power system experts, they were introduced as early 
as in [1]. They are based on a statistical approach and offer to 
handle the scheduling error of wind power plants as a random 
variable. The necessary amount of reserves for a pre-set level 
of uncertainty will be determined by the area under the curve 
of the probability density function (pdf) of this random variable 
then. A more detailed examination of the issue is given in [2], 
where various reserve planning methods are compared, includ-
ing both deterministic and stochastic ones. The authors summa-
rize that former ones tend to overestimate the amount of neces-
sary balancing reserves, thus increasing the cost of operation.

A stochastic planning method is presented in [3], which han-
dles the loss of generation and the scheduling errors (of load 
and generation) as random variables. This enables the construc-
tion of a single pdf to determine necessary reserves. The authors 
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also recommend the use of short horizon forecasts to decrease 
sensitivity issues; this need can be met e.g. by intraday schedul-
ing. Experiences of Germany show a similar approach in [4]. 
According to the paper, the use of stochastic planning meth-
ods may decrease operation costs by one third. The example of 
Germany is cited, where the significant increase in the accuracy 
of wind power forecasts resulted in saving 15 billion EUR.

The second, often used solution is to use financial motivation 
to decrease balancing reserve needs of variable renewable energy 
sources. All such systems can be classified here that are penalis-
ing scheduling errors or are motivating more accurate scheduling. 
Focusing on the 28 member states of the European Union (EU), 
penalties were introduced in far less places than incentives, like 
feed-in tariffs or green certificates. (It is also worth noting that 
most of these countries do not prescribe obligatory purchase of 
electricity produced from renewable sources.) [5] At the same 
time, in at least 14 member states, where the share of wind power 
in annual generation is above 2-3%, generators are responsible 
for balancing in some form. The range of balancing costs for wind 
power plants are between 2 and 3 EUR/MWh on average, with the 
exception of Bulgaria (10-24 EUR/MWh), Romania (8-10 EUR/
MWh), Austria and Spain (both around 1 EUR/MWh). [6]

The literature also widely discusses proposals concerning 
new tariff structures, which could create a fairer burden shar-
ing between the power plants. Five different schedule planning 
methods (e.g. stochastic and moving average) are compared in 
[7]. The effectiveness of them is shown, while the authors also 
detail necessary changes to implement them in power system 
operations. In [8] dataset of Chinese wind farms is examined, 
to create a new method for penalizing scheduling errors. The 
authors take a similar approach as in present paper, as specific 
revenue of wind power plants is calculated based on their sched-
uling accuracy. The results indicate that the proposed method 
is capable of mitigating the errors of the schedule; however 
these findings are not used to decrease the necessary amount of 
balancing reserves.

The case of The Netherlands is useful to mention as well, 
due to its contradictions. As the authors of [9] highlight, wind 
power plants intentionally present inaccurate values during the 
intraday scheduling process, so that they will get involved in 
the balancing energy market. Penalties (balancing costs) are 
determined based on market prices, which can be well esti-
mated on a few hour horizon.

The previously shown trends represent an issue that is yet 
to be solved in Hungary. The root mean square (RMS) error of 
Hungarian wind power plant schedules is 10.53% compared to 
the nominal capacity of the units, which is significantly bigger 
than similar values of other countries. [10-14] The Hungarian 
Energy Office (the national regulator) has also made it clear 
that the current scheduling and tariff system is not capable of 
creating the lacking motivation for wind power plant operators, 
to improve their scheduling accuracy. [15]

The Hungarian Act LXXXVI of 2007, the new act on elec-
tricity, together with the Governmental Decrees 273/2007 and 
389/2007 contain current regulatory framework for renewable 
energy sources. Since the introduction of these, scheduling for 
distributed generator units (combined heat and power units, 
wind, solar, etc.) is obligatory. All producers have to present 
a schedule of their production with 15-minute resolution, one 
day prior. A penalty tariff is paid if production exceeds cer-
tain range (±5% in case of regular and ±50% in case of wind 
power plants) of the schedule, the amount of which is 5 HUF/
kWh (~16.67 EUR/MWh) for every kWh outside the permit-
ted range of the schedule. The feed-in tariffs in the obligatory 
electricity purchase system were 35.91 HUF/kWh (~120 EUR/
MWh), 32.14 HUF/kWh (~107 EUR/MWh), and 13.11 HUF/
kWh (~44 EUR/MWh) for peak, valley and deep-valley hours 
respectively, in 2015. These prices are revised each year by the 
regulator, and modified if necessary. 16 hours are considered 
as peak period on weekdays, while valley and deep-valley lasts 
for 4.5 and 3.5 hours. On non working days only two categories 
are distinguished, a valley of 20.5 hours and a deep-valley of 
3.5 hours. Exact timing of these periods also depends on winter 
and summer times. For the following calculations, the author 
has assumed that the probability of a wind power plant produc-
ing electricity is independent of the time of the day, a fictive 
feed-in tariff can be calculated, using the weighted average of 
the above described periods. This 24 hour tariff is 31.12 HUF/
kWh (~104 EUR/MWh) and was used for further calculations. 
This can be compared to selected feed-in tariffs of other EU 
countries, listed in Table 1, showing that Hungarian tariffs are 
among the highest.

Table 1 Indicative comparison of feed-in tariffs in EU countries, according to 
RES LEGAL Europe (onshore units above 2 MW, eligible for new capacities)

Country
Feed-in tariff 
[cEUR/kWh]

Country
Feed-in tariff 
[cEUR/kWh]

Austria 9.45 Lithuania 6.4

Bulgaria 4.9 Luxembourg 9.2

Czech Republic 7.3 Portugal 7.4-7.5

France 8.2 Slovakia 7.03

Germany 4.95-8.9 Slovenia 9.538

Greece 10.5 Switzerland 0.179

Hungary 4.4-12 United Kingdom 3.9

Ireland 7.2

While aiming to provide a solution for the controversies 
of the Hungarian scheduling and tariff system, newly intro-
duced regulations also had to be considered. Namely, the 
new “Guidelines on State aid for environmental protection 
and energy 2014-2020” [16] communication of the European 
Commission has also made necessary to change many of 
current legislations and procedures. Citing paragraph (124), 
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beneficiaries of aid for electricity from renewable sources are 
expected to sell their electricity directly in the market and are 
subject to market obligations, where aid is granted as a pre-
mium in addition to the market price. According to paragraph 
(128), in the absence of a competitive bidding process, the aid 
per unit of energy shall not exceed the difference between the 
total levelized costs of producing energy from the particular 
technology in question and the market price of the form of 
energy concerned.

Trying to solve the twofold problem, the author proposes 
a new obligatory electricity purchase and tariff system, which 
allows the TSO to decrease the amount of control reserves 
required by wind power plants. Section 2 presents a traditional 
method for planning the amount of necessary balancing reserves; 
this method will be used for measuring the efficiency of the rede-
signed system, detailed in Section 3. Section 3 shows the main 
results of the research, while conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2 Methodology
2.1 Planning the amount of balancing reserves

Inside the European synchronous system, the amount of 
reserves is determined by the ENTSO-E Operation Handbook. 
[17] Within the UCTE synchronous area, the control actions 
and the reserves are organised in a hierarchical structure with 
control areas, control blocks and the synchronous are with 
two co-ordination centers. Control actions are performed in 
different successive steps, each with different characteristics 
and qualities, and all depending on each other. Primary con-
trol allows a balance to be re-established at a system frequency 
other than the frequency setpoint value, in response to a sudden 
imbalance of generation and consumption. The function of sec-
ondary control is to keep or to restore the power balance in each 
control area or block and, consequently, to keep or to restore 
the system frequency to its setpoint value of 50 Hz and the 
power interchanges with adjacent control areas to their sched-
uled values, thus ensuring that the full reserve of primary con-
trol power activated will be made available again. The size of 
the secondary control reserve that is required typically depends 
on the size of typical load variations, schedule changes and 
generating units. A recommended minimum reserve is given 
by ENTSO-E. The rate of change in the power output of gen-
erators used for secondary control must in total be sufficient 
for secondary control purposes. Typically for oil- or gas-fired 
power stations, the rate is of the order of 8% of rated capacity 
per minute. In case of hydro plants, the range is between 1.5-
2.5%, while in coal-fired plants the range is from 1 to 4%.

In majority of the cases, TSOs measure production of each 
larger power plant (or at least each balancing group) with 
high resolution through the SCADA system. To determine the 
amount of necessary control reserves, the sum of these results 
is used. In some cases, however, information on each plant may 
be utilized, as presented in the following.

Scheduling of production in the Hungarian Power System is 
organized on 15 minute basis, no exception for the wind power 
plants. These schedules are logged by the TSO, and must be 
published online. (Schedules are only published in a total, bal-
ancing zone wide aggregated term.) Actual production data is 
also measured and stored. Using these data, scheduling error of 
each power plant can be calculated for every 15 minute period, 
as follows:

P P Perror production schedulei i i
= −

If this error is handled as a random variable, pdf of each unit 
can be calculated:

f Perrori( )

Typical pdf of the scheduling error is shown on Fig. 1. It can 
be seen that the median of the pdf is negative, which refers to 
overestimating the production.

Fig. 1 Scheduling error of examined wind farms

When selecting the resolution of the pdf, two restrictions 
must be considered. If the resolution is too high, computa-
tion time increases in return for an increased accuracy. If the 
resolution is lower, calculations are faster, but results may be 
rough. As it has been emphasized, regarding the aspect of the 
TSO, the data carrying the most information are the sum of 
scheduling errors.

P P
sum error errorn i

= ∑
where n is the number of independent schedulers (usually bal-
ancing groups).

The author utilizes that pdf of the sum of two random vari-
ables that are independent and both have continuous distribu-
tion, can be calculated as the convolution of these distributions:

f f *fξ η ξ η+( ) = ( ) ( )

Since the operation can be performed multiple times, a single 
pdf can characterize the scheduling error of all power plants.

f P f P *f P * *f P
sum error error error error( ) = ( ) ( ) ( )

1 2



n

The more pdfs are available to perform the convolution, 
the “smoother” will be the result. This resulting pdf ( f(Psum 
error) ) can be used to estimate the scheduling error with a 
given level of uncertainty. Thus it is the responsibility of the 

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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TSO to decide on the level of uncertainty that it is willing to 
take, which is usually done based on available information and 
operational experience. The convolution of the pdfs of Fig. 1 
are shown on Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Distribution of the cumulative scheduling error of the 
examined wind power plants

It can be seen, that even the use of such simple method, as 
described in this section, may give a more detailed view on the 
issue of the determination of balancing reserves.

2.2 Redesigned system to decrease the amount of 
balancing reserves

The aim of the research is to create an accurate planning 
method, while trying to involve the wind power plants in the 
process by using financial motivation. To fulfil this, the author 
proposes changes of the current system, which changes affect the 
obligatory electricity purchase system and the tariff structure.

2.2.1 New scheduling and obligatory electricity 
purchase system

Hungarian wind power plant operators have been criticizing 
the obligatory electricity purchase system since its introduc-
tion, mainly because of the regulations concerning scheduling. 
This issue was evaluated multiple times by the author over the 
years [18-24], however only minor changes were made by the 
regulator.

The first proposal of the author is to categorise wind power 
plants based on their nameplate capacity, thus different expec-
tations can be applied for single turbines and wind farms of 
given capacities. The required accuracy of production sched-
ules, presented by operators, would be determined based on the 
average of the historical accuracy of units in the same category

The second proposed change is to cease the current tariff 
structure that is based on feed-in and penalty tariffs, and to 
introduce a new system, based on “base” and “bonus” (herein-
after Base and Bonus) elements. In this way the current reward-
ing-penalizing structure would be replaced by a purely reward-
ing system. It would also help to apply new EU regulations 
and to resolve the contradiction between different settlement 
procedures; while penalties are calculated based on daily settle-
ment volumes, the reserve market is operated on a quarter-hour 
basis. In the proposed system, RMS error of the schedule of 
wind power plants would be calculated in every quarter-hour. 

If this error exceeds the expected accuracy of the category, no 
bonus is paid for the operator. If the RMS error is within the 
limits, the market price (Base) is topped with a pre-determined 
tariff (Bonus).

IF P RMSE p Base Bonus RMSE

IF P
error category actual

err

i i i
� �

�

≤ → = + ( )
oor categoryi i

RMSE p Base> → =�

After introducing the quantities of total energy sold, when 
inside and outside the expected error range (Einside and Eoutside), 
total revenue of a power plant can be calculated as:

R E Base Bonus RMSE E Basei inside category outsidei
= ⋅ + ( )( ) + ⋅

2.2.2 Choosing Base and Bonus tariffs
In order to properly determine Base and Bonus tariffs, regu-

lations summarized at the end of Section 1 have to be taken into 
consideration. If wind power plants had to sell their electric-
ity on the market, they would have received an annual average 
price of 12 HUF/kWh (40 EUR/MWh), based on the data of 
HUPX Hungarian Power Exchange Company Ltd. This is set 
as the Base tariff of the system. Since the additional financial 
support must not exceed the difference between lifecycle costs 
and market prices, these latter two determine the upper bound-
ary of the Bonus tariff as well. According to recent studies of 
Fraunhofer, levelized cost of electricity for wind power plants, 
operating 2000 hours a year are approximately 70 EUR/MWh. 
[25] Based on this, Bonus tariff cannot exceed approximately 
30 EUR/MWh, thus this value was selected as the average 
amount of this tariff element.

2.2.3 Formulation of the multiplier of Bonus tariff
The last element of the proposal is the determination of the 

RMS error dependent multiplier of the Bonus tariff, shown in 
(3). The aim of the resulting Bonus(RMSEcategory) function is pri-
marily to distinguish wind farms from each other, based on the 
accuracy of their schedule.

Multiplier of the Bonus tariff is determined using the 
amount of control reserve, required by the wind farms, plotted 
against their RMS error. In general, the higher the RMS error, 
the bigger the necessary reserve, thus correlation between the 
multiplier of the Bonus tariff and the RMS error should be 
negative. The resulting linear approximation function should 
pick up the value 1 at the average RMS of the category. These 
are shown on Fig. 3.

2.2.4 Planning the amount of balancing reserves
Due to the structure of the proposed tariff system, it can be 

ensured that financial coverage is available in case schedul-
ing error of wind power plants exceeds their average uncer-
tainty level. The most important difference between the pro-
posed method and the other conventional ways of planning the 

(6)

(7)
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reserves is the pdf, which is used as the input of the method. 
Since by definition a pdf has to fulfil (4), if parts of the func-
tion outside the RMSEcategory range are cut off, it will no longer 
be a pdf.

f P dPerror errori i( ) =
−∞

+∞

∫ 1

The solution is to rescale the truncated function, according 
to (5).

′( ) = ( ) ( )
−

+
f P f P f P dP

error error error error
RMSE

RMSE

i i i i
category

ccategory

∫




These rescaled functions are to be convolved, to calculate 
balancing reserve needs, which are expected to be significantly 
smaller compared to conventional methods.

Fig. 3 Control reserve needs of individual wind power plants, and the 
resulting multiplier of Bonus tariff for the examined category, plotted 

against the RMS error

3 Results
Wind power operators usually handle schedules as confiden-

tial data, thus demonstration of the different tariff structures 
is rather hard. The author has used and 8-month long dataset, 
provided by a Hungarian wind farm, with a total capacity of 
24 MW. This dataset was divided to four parts. As the operator 
has purchased power forecasts from three different companies, 
by pairing these with the actual production values, a total of 
twelve wind farms could be demonstrated.

RMS error of these fictive wind farms varies between 16 
and 27%, with the average of 19.33, which means that during 
a significant part of the operation, the units are penalized due 
to their scheduling error. Using the above introduced average 
feed-in tariff and the penalty tariff, total and energy specific 
revenue of the twelve wind farms was calculated. The latter 
was in the range of 30.28 and 30.97 HUF/kWh (100.9 and 
103.2 EUR/MWh). The correlation between the RMS error of 
the wind farms and their energy specific revenue was 0.719. 
Fig. 4 shows these energy specific revenues normalized to the 
average of the group. 

Fig. 4 Energy specific revenue of wind farms according to current legislations, 
plotted against the RMS error of their schedule; current tariff system

The pdf of these scheduling errors can also used to determine 
the amount of control reserves necessary for different confi-
dence levels, as shown previously. During the examinations, 
necessary reserves were calculated for 50, 90, 95 and 99% con-
fidence level for all twelve plants, and it was also examined 
how the situation changes if the total portfolio is acting as a 
single balancing group. If reserve needs are normalised to the 
nominal power of the wind farms, 7-10%, 26-47%, 34-63% 
and 50-91% reserve must be kept in the system in case of 50, 
90, 95 and 99% confidence levels, respectively. In contrast, if 
the twelve units are considered as a single balancing group, the 
volume of reserves reached only 4, 10, 12 and 16%, respec-
tively. The dependence on confidence level is shown on Fig. 5, 
while the accuracy of the schedule is illustrated by Fig. 6. 

Fig. 5 Amount of required reserve plotted against different confidence levels

Fig. 6 The schedule presented by the examined wind power plants and 
different uncertainty levels according to the current system

(8)

(9)
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Using the proposed system, detailed in Section III., total and 
energy specific revenue of the twelve wind farms was calculated 
again. The latter is in the range of 14.95 and 19.36 HUF/kWh 
(49.8 and 64.5 EUR/MWh), which values are both below 
the upper boundary calculated according to legislations. The 
correlation between the RMS error of the wind farms and their 
energy specific revenue was improved from 0.719 to 0.975: this 
is shown on Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 Energy specific revenue of wind farms, plotted against the 
RMS error of their schedule; current and new tariff system

The proposed system is also able to decrease the amount of 
control reserves in the system.

Necessary reserves were calculated for 50, 90, 95 and 99% 
confidence level for all twelve plants, and the total portfolio. 
If reserve needs are normalised to the nominal power of the 
wind farms, 4-5%, 12-20%, 14-24% and 15-26% reserve must 
be kept in the system in case of 50, 90, 95 and 99% confidence 
levels, respectively. If the twelve units are considered as a sin-
gle balancing group, the volume of reserves reached only 2, 5, 
6 and 7%, respectively. These results are shown on Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 Amount of required reserve plotted against different confidence levels

On Fig. 9 a direct comparison of the current and the rede-
signed system is shown. On average, reserve requirements are 
decreased by 2.77%, 17.93%, 26.66% and 48.7% for 50, 90, 95 
and 99% confidence levels, respectively. This decrease is sig-
nificantly smaller in case of the whole portfolio: 1.9%, 5.16%, 
6.38% and 8.97%, respectively, which are still valuable decre-
ments. The effect of this decrease is illustrated by Fig. 10. 

Fig. 9 Amount of required reserves in case of the current and the redesigned 
system, for different confidence levels

Fig. 10 The schedule presented by the examined wind power plants and 
different uncertainty levels according to the redesigned system

The proposed new method is not only affecting the amount 
of necessary control reserves, but also the nature of the 
distribution of the errors. As it can be noticed on Fig. 11, the 
shape of the pdf is much thinner, and also the median is shifted 
slightly. It is also highlighted that actual control reserves in the 
system must be asymmetrical for the examined dataset, since 
all producers are overestimating their production. However, 
since the Hungarian power system usually has more upwards 
than downwards reserve available, such bias of the pdf can be 
handled rather easily. 

Fig. 11 Distribution of the cumulative scheduling error of the examined wind 
power plants, used to determine the amount of reserves, according to the 

current and the redesigned system
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4 Conclusions
Examination performed by using actual schedule and pro-

duction data has shown that the proposed tariff system could 
motivate wind power plant operators to decrease their uncer-
tainty range as much as possible and in case they exceed this 
range, by not receiving the Bonus tariff, financial assets are 
available to cover the cost of the use of unplanned control 
reserves. The two effects jointly allow the transmission system 
operator to utilise less control reserve by taking into consid-
eration the scheduling error of wind power plants, while also 
applying new European directives.

The method presented in this paper can be applied to other 
intermittent renewable energy sources, in particular for solar 
photovoltaics. Future work aims to examine these options as 
well as extending the input dataset.
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